Several large-scale studies have confirmed that intima-media thickness (IMT) values can be used to accurately identify cardiovascular risk. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] With the advent of more accurate ultrasonographic measurement applications, there has been a growing interest in validated, clinically applicable tools for performing automated IMT measurements. This study aims to validate a new semi-automated IMT detection algorithm, supplied by GE Vingmed Ultrasound, by comparing it with IMT measurements performed manually at the common carotid artery.
For the purpose of this study, a subset of 150 subjects was drafted from the Asklepios Study database. The Asklepios Study is a longitudinal population study aiming to investigate the interplay between ageing, cardiovascular disease and inflammation in (pre)-clinical cardiovascular disease. 6 The Asklepios Study population consists of 2524 subjects (1301 women, 1223 men) aged between 35 and 55 years old and free from overt cardiovascular disease at study onset. All elements of the Asklepios Study protocol were approved by the Ethics Committee of Ghent University Hospital and all subjects gave written informed consent. From this database, 150 subjects were randomly selected after stratification for IMT. The stratification was performed to ensure that there was no unintentional bias of small or large IMT values in the study population and that a wide range of IMT values were available to test the automated algorithm against. Subjects with plaque at the IMT measurement site were excluded.
Images of the left and right carotid arteries were obtained as part of the Asklepios Study protocol using a commercially available ultrasound system (GE Vingmed Ultrasound Vivid 7, Horton, Norway) equipped with a vascular transducer (12L linear array transducer set at 10 MHz). A complete description of the methodological details of the Asklepios Study can be found elsewhere. 6 Briefly, subjects were examined in the recumbent position with the neck in slight hyperextension and turned approximately 301 contralateral to the examined carotid artery. All measurements consisted of cineloops of at least five cardiac cycles during normal breathing. Images were stored in raw data format for offline analysis. Images were obtained successfully for all participating subjects.
Manual IMT measurements were performed offline using Echopac version 2.0.1 software (GE Vingmed Ultrasound, Horton, Norway) on a dedicated workstation. From each of the available cineloops, a single frame was chosen at end-diastole as determined by the R-top of the synchronized ECG using electronic callipers. Both for left and right carotid arteries, 12 individual IMT measurements were performed by manually placing boundary points in the lumenintima and media-adventitia boundaries in a 15 mm long segment, 1-2 cm before the bifurcation, in the last segment where parallelism of near and far walls was maintained before the dilatation of the bulb. The largest magnification which still displayed both far and near walls of the vessel was used for IMT measurement and the individual IMT measurements were averaged per segment, separately for the left and right carotid arteries, as IMT man . As such, 300 images of 150 subjects were analysed.
The cineloops were also used for the semiautomated IMT measurement using Echopac SWOnly 5.0.1B184 (GE Vingmed Ultrasound, Horton, Norway), which included the automated IMT delineation application. Operators were blinded to the results of the manual IMT measurements. In a similar fashion as for the manual measurements, a single frame was selected at end-diastole. The operator selected a region of interest by drawing a box in the software application using the same guidelines as for the manual IMT measurements. The lumen-intima and media-adventitia interfaces were then automatically detected by the measurement algorithm within the region of interest and an average IMT aut was calculated.
For assessment of inter-observer variability, two operators (ER, SV) performed the manual measurements and two operators (SV, PS) performed the automated measurements on subsets of 100 subjects. Intra-observer variability was assessed using a second series of manual measurements (ER) and automated measurements (SV) on a subset of 100 subjects. Operators were blinded to previous IMT measurement results. To incorporate the influence of training in the results, operators with different background were chosen. Operator ER is a trained cardiologist with extensive experience in manual IMT measurements. Operators SV and PS are engineers with limited medical background and only received a brief introduction to the measurement software before the analysis.
Data are reported as mean values (standard deviations). Comparison of measurement series is performed using Pearson correlation coefficients and results of paired t-tests. For intra-and interobserver variability, additionally the coefficients of variation (CV) are calculated. Statistical significance is indicated by P-values below 0.001. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 12.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
The results of the intra-and inter-observer variability analyses are summarized in Table 1 . For the intra-observer variability analysis, the excellent result of the manual measurement method, with a CV of little over 5% and no significant difference between measurement series, is in accordance with the CV reported in other large-scale studies using manual measurement methods and is a reflection of the training of the expert reader ER. Nevertheless, the semi-automated protocol still outperforms manual measurements with a CV of about 4%, even though operator SV had little or no prior training in IMT measurements. These results are confirmed when looking at the results of the inter-observer variability study. The rather large CV and the statistically significant difference between measurement series for the manual measurement method in all likelihood mostly reflect the difference in training between the expert and the novice operator and clearly demonstrate the profound influence of operator training on producing comparable results over different operators. Yet despite these differences in training and background, the automated method still yields a performance on par with the intraobserver variability of the manual method, with a nonsignificant difference between measurements.
Finally, comparing manual to automated IMT measurements, we found IMT man and IMT aut averaged 0.606 (0.151) and 0.629 (0.131) mm respectively with a statistically significant difference of 0.023 mm, with automated measurements on average yielding higher values of IMT than manual measurement values. On average, the automated detection algorithm determined the layer interfaces to be slightly further apart than the operators manually delineated them. Within the automated measurement application, it was possible for the operator to influence the positioning of the automatically detected boundaries. This manual intervention, however, was not used for the present study, since it would introduce operator dependency; the default values proposed by the software were used. The absolute value of the difference (0.023 mm) is 3.7% of the mean IMT found in this study and 2.5% of the clinically relevant threshold value of 0.9 mm considered to be indicative of elevated IMT. Its clinical relevance therefore seems negligible.
We did not compare the proposed automated measurement technique to other automated protocols. Previous studies using different automated measurement techniques also found good correlation with manual measurements and an improvement in variability when compared to manual measurements, while decreasing reading time significantly. [7] [8] [9] These findings are in agreement with our results. Moreover, in our study, CV of repeated measurements were lower or similar to those reported or reviewed in literature, for both manual and automated IMT measurements.
In conclusion, the automated IMT measurements performed using the new IMT detection algorithm deliver a repeatability and reliability at least as good as the manual measurements in a fraction of the time, even when performed by relatively unskilled operators. Given these properties, the automated IMT detection algorithm used in this study seems an excellent tool for routine assessment of IMT in clinical practice. What is known about this topic K IMT measurements are frequently performed manually on a single location or limited set of locations. K Manual IMT measurements are time consuming and have a relatively high degree of operator dependence. K For routine use in clinical practice, automation of IMT measurements is required.
What this study adds K Validation of a new (semi-) automated IMT measurement algorithm incorporated into commercially available on-board systems. K Use of the automated measurement algorithm results in measurements that are more operator independent, even when comparing measurements from operators with very different backgrounds. K Use of the new algorithm results in superior intra-and inter-observer variability compared to manual measurements in a fraction of the reading time.
